
Top Class 
Sanding Machines

Widebelt Sanding
Easy to operate, reliable  
and as precise as a Swiss watch



Production facilities at Wetzikon/Zurich/Switzerland and at Gotha/Thuringen/Germany

Our Company
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A family business with 
tradition and foresight

Upon the foundation in the year 1945 in Zurich, 
Armin Kündig laid the basis for a company 
which has since become one of the leading 
manufacturers of sanding machines.

Today, Kündig AG is located in Wetzikon (Zurich)/
Switzerland. Thanks to our partner companies 
and wholly-owned subsidiaries in Great Britain, 
Germany and France we provide a world-wide 
sales and service network. Production is in Gotha/
Thuringen and in Wetzikon.

Kündig AG has kept the character of a medium 
family enterprise. All shares are in the possession 
of the family and the company is managed by 
Hansruedi Kündig, MBA and by 
Stephan Kündig, chartered engineer HST.



Stephan Kündig and Hansruedi Kündig
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« Full attention of our design engineers is concentrated 
on reliability and simplicity of operation of the 
sanding machines because the final judge of the 
technical excellence of our machines is the customer. »

Stephan Kündig, Chartered Engineer HST

Hansruedi Kündig, Master of Business Administration

« More and more customers decide on quality 
and when sanding consequently put their faith 
in Kündig. The purchase of a widebelt sanding 
machine is an investment for the future. The more 
solid the base, the safer the result.»
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Top class sanding machines

Our goals Twenty years ago KÜNDIG aimed to develop edge and 
widebelt sanding machines of an absolute top class. 
Today we have reached this goal as various awards 
and an enthusiastic response from those that use 
our machines show. Our patented oblique sanding 
technique has shown the way to the future in the 
technology of widebelt sanding machines. Therefore, 
the honouring with the „Challenger Award“ at the 
most important American woodworking show (IWF, 
Atlanta, USA) is not only an important recognition 
but also a motivation to new challenges.

High technology In the past decades Kündig has invested a lot of 
work in the research of sanding processes. Different 
findings have led to important innovations like for 
example the automatic thickness measuring over 
the whole working width or the direct storage of 
actual operation settings. The biggest success we 
owe to the development of the oblique sanding 
technique. More about this on page 5.

The ease of 
operation

KÜNDIG widebelt sanders are designed to make 
the operator‘s work as comfortable as possible. 
This is guaranteed by the well proven machine‘s 
head adjustment with the constant working level 
and the clearly arranged control panel. Studies on 
working processes have shown that with individual 
production, the direct handling of familiar control 
elements is far safer and quicker than with menu-
controls. Alternatively, for repeating sanding 
operations a screen-controlled programmer is 
preferred. KÜNDIG has realized these ideas and 
developed a clear operation panel with both 
control elements. More about this on page 6.

With the mechanical engineering, care and reliability 
for us are of the utmost importance. This goes from 
the initial design, to the choice of the components 
and parts, during the precise construction, to the 
commissioning of the machine with the customer. 
It is the only way to guarantee that after many 
years of use, our sanding machines work as precise 
as the first day they were installed. Also with our 
latest development, the eco* energy saving mode, 
we have responded to the legitimate claims for an 
economical use of resources. More about this on 
page 7.
 

Care and a long 
lasting accuracy
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After a short period of time, even sanding belts of 
the best quality and when used correctly suffer from 
unavoidable, small damages, grit outbreaks and 
irregularities due to wear and clogging. Such small 
damages cause on conventional widebelt sanding 
machines with parallel units evident imperfections 
reducing the quality of the sanding image. This is an 
inherent flaw of the parallel sanding process which 
becomes visible especially with delicate surfaces 
such as lacquer, veneers of any kind and plastics.

Our engineers found out that such undesirable 
irregularities may be avoided if the sanding belt 
does not rotate parallel to the feed direction. Using 
a pivoted sanding head, the defects on the belt are 
shifted slightly sideward with each rotation and do 
not show on the workpiece. When Oblique sanding, 
the cutting traces of the sanding grits cover each 
other and such provide a homogenous sanding 
image. Grit breakouts are practically eliminated from 
showing on the workpiece surface.

The five advantages 
of oblique sanding

Improved 
profitability

Oblique sanding improves the profitability in diffe-
rent ways. First of all, lifetime of the sanding belts is 
substantially better as they may be used much longer 
also thanks to the tolerance of the oblique sanding 
towards irregularities. Secondly, profitability is 
improved because of the careful sanding process: 
The reduced power consumption when pivoting 
the sanding belt can be directly shown on the 
machine‘s ammeter. And thirdly, the consumption 
of lacquer with the intermediate lacquer sanding is 
considerably less thanks to the fibre-free surfaces.

Situation:
Recognised 
imperfections of 
the conventional 
machine sanding

Oblique sanding 
provides excellent 
results 

KÜNDIG High Technology: Oblique Sanding

1.  A perfect fibrefree wood sanding
2.  A brilliant, absolutely flawless intermediate
     lacquer sanding
3.  An absolute uniformity of the surface and
     a better sanding image
4.  All workpieces free from any oscillation traces
5.  A considerable improvement of profitability

Sanding images:
top: traditional parallel sanding
below: KÜNDIG oblique sanding
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1. Analog-Stick
2. Smart-Select
3. Speed-Select
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Optimum handling comfort

Manual infinitely 
variable fine 
adjustments

Comfort-handling

Quick-start buttons

KÜNDIG widebelt sanding machines are quickly, reli-
ably and very easily operated:

    1.  Select the sanding operation
    2.  Start the sanding belts
    3.  Activate the Enormatic

Now the workpiece can be put to the working table. 
Automatically, the thickness is measured, the feed 
starts and the sanding process begins.
With this comfortable handling all daily sanding 
work can be perfectly executed.

In order to perfectly sand difficult workpieces or to 
set and to store repeating work processes, sanding 
processes can be manually adjusted any time. With 
only 3 ergonomically arranged operating buttons 
one can readily adjust in real time (without any 
menu call)

For demanding and repeating sanding operations, 
for example lacquer and sealer sanding, it is recom-
mended to deposit, i. e. to store the complex instruc-
tions into the work screen. That way with a single 
touch of the screen all initial instructions can later be 
called up again and transmitted to the machine.

The selection of the unit, the stock removal, the 
belt and the feed speed are subsequently installed 
according to the stored parameters and additional 
functions like the vacuum fixing or the belt blowers 
are switched on. At the same time the work screen 
with the information of all settings appears.

top: selection screen
below: work screen

A.  adjust the infinitely variable belt speed
B.  adjust the infinitely variable feed speed
C.  stop and release the feed
D.  infinitely adjust the stock removal
E.  infinitely adjust the machine‘s opening
F.  automatically store the actual setting

Calibrating Solid wood Veneer

Hard veneer Window Lacquer

 Frame Sealer Door

BackText

Stock removal

Feed

Sanding belt

Rated value

Belt blower
Vacuum
Brushes

Hard veneer

1

2 3



eco*

The term eco* appears on the 
operation screen as soon as the 
energy saving mode is activated.
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Care and a long lasting accuracy of the engineering

Precision and care of the mechanical engineering 
starts with the planning and the design by our 
engineers. The well thought-out style of machine 
construction and the choice of the various 
components (pneumatic, electrical and electronic) 
and parts are selected for the service friendliness of 
our machines. 
KÜNDIG widebelt sanders are manufactured 
according to the standards of Classical mechanical 
engineering: All relevant single parts are 
manufactured to a precision of 1/100 mm. Only this 
procedure guarantees that our machines can cope 
with the arduous stresses and strains of the sanding 
process and that they operate for many years 
and remain as accurate as the day they were first 
commissioned.

eco*
Energy saving mode

Mechanical 
engineering

KÜNDIG has reacted as one of the first world wide 
companies of the machinery industry to the legiti-
mate concern for an economical use of resources by 
developing a software which helps to reduce the 
energy consumption of our machines without re-
ducing their performance. 
The eco* energy saving mode with which all 
our widebelt sanders of the newest generation 
are equipped, permanently checks the required 
electrical energy. After a short time interval, if no 
workpieces are being processed, the machine starts 
a current saving function. The work performance 
is not at all affected. For an average workshop the 
savings on electrical energy are about 10 - 15 % as 
studies have found.

Top class sanding machines

 Visit our showroom !

Ask for our special brochures on oblique sanding 
and on the edge sanding machines



Premium    Widebelt Sanding Machines for high demands

KÜNDIG PREMIUM-3 1100-RRP

Premium KÜNDIG Premium widebelt sanding machines are noted for highest quality and precision. The 
KÜNDIG Premium model range combines top technology with a maximum ease of operation. 
It is distinguished by its reliability and productivity.

KÜNDIG Premium widebelt sanders were developed for the demanding craftsman and 
industry alike. According to their equipment they are especially suited for

- calibrating of solid wood and panels
- finishing of solid wood and veneers
- lacquer sanding

KÜNDIG Premium widebelt sanders are highly valued machines for surface work. They stand 
for excellent sanding results even after many years of operation.
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Brilliant    Oblique Widebelt Sanding Machines

Brilliant KÜNDIG Brilliant widebelt sanding machines are based on the latest findings of our 
specialists in sanding technology. Apart from all quality features of our well-proven PREMIUM 
model range, KÜNDIG Brilliant widebelt sanders therefore include at least one pivotable 
sanding unit (oblique sanding unit).

KÜNDIG Brilliant widebelt sanding machines are specially designed for users with the 
highest demands on quality and finish. With the oblique sanding technique, surfaces of 
cross-bonded workpieces (wood windows, doors, etc.) can be sanded without problem as 
can modern high-gloss lacquers. KÜNDIG Brilliant sanding machines are absolutely top 
class products for the perfect working of high-grade surfaces.

KÜNDIG BRILLIANT-2 1350-REd 
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Technic    Widebelt Sanding Machines for special purposes

KÜNDIG Technic widebelt sanding machines are quality machines for special purposes.
Some examples:

- Industry: Top-/bottom sanding systems with 2-6 units
- Special material: Roughening and sanding of plastics, rubber and metals
- Manufacturers of skis and snowboards: CNC-controlled sanders
- Panel industry: Extra large machines,  special machines for plywood
  and sanders with cutterheads
- Laminate industry: Machines for roughening of very thin material

Technic

Thanks to the high reputation that KÜNDIG has achieved over the decades with both the 
craftsmanship and throughout industry, our engineers are regularly confronted with new 
questions of application for which no surface solutions by machine may exist. Always then are 
questions asked about ideas, creativity and competence. This is exactly what KÜNDIG is known for.

KÜNDIG TECHNIC-Botop-4 1600-RK-RK
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Modular concept 

Each KÜNDIG widebelt sanding machine is individually manufactured according to the 
requirements of our customers. 
Our machine consultant assists you to combine the best machine for your workshop. 
Then amongst others, the following questions have to be clarified

Working width

Type of machine

      400mm       650mm       1100mm       1350mm       1600mm       1900mm       2200mm

Number of unit                        Depending on the application from one to six sanding units

                     Premium                          Brilliant                          Technic
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Brushes of all kinds: 
cleaning brushes, 
finishing brushes, 
structure brushes, 
etc.

Vacuum systems 
with perforation of 
the table and of the 
conveyor belt for small 
or two-sided lacquered 
workpieces

Rubbered contact rollers 
of different hardness 
or grooved or flat steel
rollers of various 
diameters

Blowers for 
cleaning the 
sanding belt

Kind of units sanding pad with 
pneumatic or
electronic pad

contact roller combi unit with 
pneumatic or
electronic pad

Options

crossbelt unit



Switzerland Germany France U. K.
Kündig AG Kündig GmbH Kündig Sàrl Kündig Ltd.
Hofstrasse 95 Kindleber Strasse 168 Le Gardot  Unit 4, Falcon Place
CH-8620 Wetzikon D-99867 Gotha F-25500 Montlebon Burscough, Lancashire L40 8RT
Phone  043 477 30 01 Phone   03621 8786-0 Phone   03 81 67 42 64 Phone   0845 833 0565
Fax        043 477 30 09 Fax        03621 8786-17 Fax  0041 32 936 11 59 Fax        0845 833 0567
E-Mail: info@kundig.com E-Mail: info@kundig.de E-Mail: info@kundig.fr E-Mail: info@kundig.co.uk
www.kundig.com www.kundig.de www.kundig.fr www.kundig.co.uk


